WATER VAPOR AND AEROSOLS FROM CHEMCAM PASSIVE SKY OBSERVATIONS
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Introduction: The Mars Science Laboratory’s (MSL) ChemCam spectrometer [1, 2] measures atmospheric aerosol properties and gas abundances by operating in passive mode and observing scattered skylight at two different elevation angles. ChemCam was designed primarily for laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) of Martian surface materials [3,4] but it has been used extensively for both imaging [5] and passive spectroscopy [6]. Here we discuss the methodology and initial results of ChemCam passive sky spectroscopy with ChemCam’s VNIR (visible and near infrared) spectrometer. We focus on water vapor abundances, but we also provide preliminary results for aerosols. We retrieve molecular oxygen as well from ChemCam passive sky observations [7, 8], but our data analysis for O₂ remains a work in progress and so we will not report those results here.

The ChemCam data set that we present here extends from MY 31 Lₚ = 291° to MY 33 Lₚ=127°, covering data available in the Planetary Data System as of October 2016. In this period 113 passive sky observations pass our quality controls.

Methodology: By observing at two different elevation angles we collect scattered skylight that has traced two significantly different path lengths through the atmosphere, and by ratioing the low elevation signal to the high elevation signal we eliminate solar spectral features and instrument response uncertainties. Using a discrete-ordinates multiple-scattering radiative transfer model, we fit the continuum of the ratio to solve for aerosol properties and then the continuum-removed ratio to solve for gas abundances.

We fit the continuum at 15 evenly spaced wavelengths ranging from 550 to 830 nm. The aerosol property parameters used to fit the continuum ratio are dust particle effective radius, ice particle effective radius, and the fraction of 880 nm opacity contributed by dust, with the total 880 nm opacity constrained by Mastcam direct-sun imaging. (Since Mastcam measures opacity in a narrow-band filter centered at 880 nm, we use 880 nm as the reference wavelength for expressing all opacities even though ChemCam is not sensitive to this particular wavelength.) The gas abundances used to fit the continuum-removed ratio are O₂ volume mixing ratio based on the O₂ “A” band near 762 nm, CO₂ volume mixing ratio based on bands near 783 nm and 789 nm, and water vapor column in precipitable microns based on line groups in the 719 – 730 nm and 810 – 835 nm ranges. We treat all gasses as uniformly vertically mixed in our standard retrievals.

In the final stages of our retrieval we iteratively adjust an aerosol extinction scale height parameter (expressed as gas scale height over dust or ice extinction scale height) and repeat the gas abundance fit to find the unique parametric relationship between CO₂ abundance and the other gas abundances. We use this to correct water vapor abundances, and also to estimate the aerosol extinction scale height, based on the known [9] correct value for CO₂ (96.0%). For the results that we present here, we base the corrections for water vapor on a 20°-of-solar-longitude-wide moving average of apparent CO₂ abundances. We find that using the moving average of CO₂ reduces the scatter in water vapor results in some time periods while having only negligible effects in high-data-quality periods.

After completing all retrievals we use the fitted-residual covariance matrices calculated from the complete set of retrievals to make a Monte-Carlo estimate of the gas abundance uncertainties of each retrieval. The CO₂ fit residuals determine the uncertainty estimate for the aerosol scale height parameter. In addition they contribute to the final uncertainty estimate for both O₂ and water vapor because of the correction procedure described in the previous paragraph. For the remaining aerosol parameters, the statistical instrumental uncertainties are negligible compared to the effects of systematic errors and uncertain inputs.
**Water Vapor Results:** Our initial results give water vapor column abundances with a precision of +/- 0.6 precipitable microns. Sensitivity tests and analysis of water vapor results indicates that systematic errors are no larger than +/- 0.3 precipitable microns, except for the effects of deviations from the assumed uniformly-mixed vertical profile. For extreme cases, which are only plausible for the northern summer season, a condensation-level-limited vertical profile could cause our results to be positively biased by up to 22%.

Figures 1 and 2 show our results for water vapor in terms of precipitable water column for comparison with orbital data sets, and in terms of column-averaged volume mixing ratio for comparison with MSL’s Rover Environmental Monitoring Station humidity sensor (REMS-H) measurements [10], respectively. In both figures the ChemCam measurements are shown in black points with 1-σ errors bars. Also shown in both figures is a red line that is a representation of the CRISM-derived Gale-localized water vapor retrievals from Toigo et al. [11]. This line is their Fourier-analysis-based fit shown in their figure 15 (re-scaled to appropriate units of each figure) and contains only annual and semi-annual components. It was derived from data points spanning MY 28 through early MY31 and is based on the statistics of individual ~20-meter-scale CRISM pixels (cf. [11] section 4.2.2) within a 136° – 140° East and 4° – 7° South box (A. Toigo, personal communication).

**Comparison to orbital data sets.** In Figure 1 we plot all Mars Years of the ChemCam water vapor on a single 0° – 360° x-axis and then add multiple versions of CRISM and Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) water vapor

**Figure 1:** Water column from ChemCam passive sky (black squares) and from Toigo et al.’s [11] two-component fit to Gale-crater-localized CRISM lookup-table-based retrievals (red line) compared with various representations of CRISM and TES data sets. The details of these data sets are described in the text. All Mars years are plotted on the same x-axis. The ChemCam data plotted here is limited to results from 10:00 to 14:00 LTST. Water column is scaled to a 6.1 mb surface pressure. The two panels are identical except that some data sets are omitted from each panel for clarity.
column abundance data sets. The precipitable water column for all data sets in this figure is scaled to a 6.1 mb surface pressure. The TES data are the retrievals presented by Smith [12,13] except that they are the reprocessed version of those retrievals, which have updated H$_2$O-in-CO$_2$ line-broadening coefficients and which have been used in more recent inter-dataset comparisons such as Maltagliati et al. [14]. The CRISM data include results from the original CRISM “full” retrieval of Smith et al. [15] in addition to the Toigo et al. [11] two-Fourier-component fit. For both TES and the CRISM full retrieval we have smoothed the data sets with a 20° of L$_s$, FWHM Gaussian-weighted moving average. For the CRISM retrievals we use only the first three Martian years of data because data points become relatively sparse after that. For purposes of comparison we define the “local” area of Gale crater to be the same latitude-longitude box used for the Toigo et al. [11] results. We also define a Gale crater “region” as 120° – 160° East, 0° to 10° South, and an “all longitudes” zonal-average as 0° – 360° East, 0° to 10° South.

It may seem surprising that the Smith et al. [15] “full” retrieval CRISM results and the Toigo et al. [11] lookup-table-based CRISM results are substantially different. However the former data set is limited by a small sample size at the “local” scale because it consists of only one retrieval per CRISM image – from a 2x2km central region in each image [15]. Meanwhile the lookup retrieval approach of the latter data set provides computationally efficient retrievals of individual pixels but it can be modestly biased relative to the “full” retrieval on which it is based [11]. We believe that a combination of such a bias with a small-number-statistics effect can explain the CRISM results discrepancies, but clearly further CRISM data analysis is needed to take full advantage of ChemCam vs. CRISM water vapor comparisons. Pending such analysis it does appear that the local CRISM data is a fairly close match to the ChemCam results in both magnitude and overall seasonal pattern. Interestingly, MGS-TES data localized to Gale Crater shows substantially more water vapor than does ChemCam or (apparently) CRISM, but is well matched to CRISM at regional and zonal scales.

The ChemCam water vapor abundances show one peculiar seasonal feature that is not present in any of the orbital data sets, that being a distinct minimum period between L$_s$ = 30° and L$_s$ = 70° where the scaled-to-6.1 mb column abundances is in the 1 – 2 precipitable micron range. A similar minimum is however present in upward-looking MER mini-TES water vapor retrievals [16].

Comparison with REMS-H. Figure 2 shows the full ~1.5 Martian Year span of the ChemCam data set in time order. For ChemCam and CRISM data on this plot, the column-averaged volume mixing ratio is found by simply dividing the mass of water vapor in the column (based on the retrieved value of precipitable microns) by the total atmospheric column mass (based on the REMS-measured surface pressure [17]) to find the column mass mixing ratio, and then multiplying by the ratio of molecular weights (=2.40) to give the volume mixing ratio. The column-averaged volume mixing ratio, in units of ppm, is thus related to the scaled-to-6.1-mb water column abundance, in units precipitable microns, by a constant factor of 14.54. (For mass mixing ratio the corresponding factor is 6.0.) For Figure 2 the REMS-H relative humidity (RH) values are converted to mass mixing ratio using the saturation vapor pressure over ice at the REMS-H inlet temperature as described by Savijärvi et al. [18] and Martínez et al. [19], and then to volume mixing

![Figure 2](image_url) Figure 2: Column-averaged volume mixing ratios from: ChemCam passive sky (black squares and triangles); Toigo et al.’s [11] two-component fit to Gale-crater-localized CRISM lookup-table-based retrievals (red line). The x-axis begins in Mars Year 31 and continues into Mars Year 33. Also plotted is the REMS-H-derived in-situ volume mixing ratio at the time of maximum relative humidity on each sol (dashed green line), which always occurs in the early morning before sunrise. Note that this REMS-H value cannot be directly compared to the other quantities plotted here because it has not been measured during daylight hours.
also not aware of any prior observations or models that suggest the possibility of interannual water ice aerosol changes of this magnitude. Clearly it will be important to seek confirmation of this result in other data sets.

For dust aerosol particle size, we see a strong and smoothly varying seasonal pattern that is consistent with Clancy et al.'s [23] MGS-TES emission-phase-function (EPF) results. The ChemCam particle sizes, unlike those derived from TES EPFs, show very little scatter about the smooth seasonal trend, perhaps because they cover only a single location.

For the aerosol vertical profiles we consistently find more low-level aerosol than expected from TES climatology and from Mars Climate Sounder vertical profiles. In fact mixing ratios are indicated to be consistently larger in the bottom scale height than at ~20km, which seems to contradict the Heavens et al. [24] observations of a “high-altitude tropical dust maximum”. ChemCam is most likely more sensitive to the bottom scale height of aerosols than the MCS and TES limb-sounding retrievals, but given the preliminary nature of ChemCam aerosol results it is too early to say which instrument is providing the most accurate profile.